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Abstract – The paper presents the analysis of static and dynamic properties of achiral polar
smectic doped with chiral dopant. In this system the two phases with equal symmetries exist, the
SmAP∗

A and the SmCAP∗

A phase, which continuously transform one to the other upon temperature
changes. The analysis of dynamical properties allowed for the development of the criterion which
determines the temperature ranges of the two phases. Besides, the analysis of collective modes
revealed that they are either amplitude or phase. However, in many of them the character changes
from polar to tilt or vice versa. The collective modes occur in pairs of opposite chiralities. The
chiral character of modes explains also the gaps which occur between the amplitude modes.

editor’s  choice Copyright c© 2021 EPLA

Introduction. – Chirality is a much discussed theme
in the field of liquid crystals, as chiral molecules form chi-
ral structures with very interesting properties like the ones
found in (anti)ferroelectric smectic liquid crystals [1,2]. It
was believed for a long time that chiral molecules are a
precondition for chiral structures. But the discovery of
the antiferroelectric smectic phases made of polar achiral
bent-shape molecules with two possible alterations of tilts,
synclinic and anticlinic, in which the mutual directions of
tilt and polar order generated layers with mirror-imaged
structures [3], suggested otherwise. The layers were con-
sidered chiral with a positive sign of chirality associated to
the mutual perpendicular orientations of polarization and
tilt, when the polarization formed with the tilt an angle of
+90◦. In contrast, if the angle between the tilt and polar-
ization was −90◦, the layers were considered chiral with
the negative sign. In the original paper by Link et al.,
the structure where the molecules were tilted synclini-
cally, but polarization was antiferroelectric was referred
to as “racemic” because the average chirality was zero.
Selinger [4] suggested that such structure is “antichiral”
as the single layer remains chiral, but the unit cell con-
sists of two neighboring layers with opposite layer chiral-
ity. In contrast, anticlinic antiferroelectric structures with
the same sign of chirality in each layer are homogeneously

(a)E-mail: dina.jukic@ferit.hr

chiral, or shortly “homochiral”. However, in achiral sam-
ples relatively big chiral domains of opposite chirality al-
ways exist.

The chiral structures of smectic layers that are formed
from achiral molecules puzzled researchers and stimulated
the studies of chirality transfer from molecular to struc-
tural level. The studies revealed that chiral dopants had
tremendous effects on the structures. Already a small
amount of dopant suppressed one of the chiral domains.
However, in antichiral antiferroelectric synclinic struc-
tures, homochiral domains of single chirality appeared. It
was expected then that the orientation of polarizations
with respect to tilts in a smectic layer could be predicted
from chiral properties of the dopant, but it was reported
later that in a sample of chiral analogues to the achi-
ral bent-shape molecules, the ground state was anticlinic
and ferroelectric with an antichiral structure [5]. The re-
ported smectic phase with antichiral layer chirality was a
direct evidence that the handedness of chiral structure is
not determined by the molecular chirality, as previously
thought. According to [6], the intermolecular steric inter-
actions due to molecules’ tails that penetrate adjacent lay-
ers, favor alternating layer chirality despite the molecular
chirality. Therefore, the order of tilts and polarizations is
determined by steric interactions. Around the same time,
dopant made from those chiral analogues was used [7].
The increase of the concentration of the chiral dopant
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gradually suppressed one chiral domain until, eventually,
the sample consisted of a single chiral domain. Therefore,
the interplay of chiral, steric and van der Waals interac-
tions results in complex and interesting structures.

Theoretical investigations of effects of chiral dopants
are rare [8,9]. However, already the first analysis [8] al-
lowed for a consistent explanation of the experimental
observation and predicted a new phenomenon called the
chiroclinic effect, which refers to the phenomenon when
the non-tilted phase becomes tilted if doped with chiral
dopant. The observation of the phenomena would be most
evident in the materials with a continuous SmAPA ↔
SmCAPA transition. Unfortunately, the materials with
the continuous transition from polarly ordered smectic A
phase to the homochiral tilted polar smectic C phase were
not available, and quite a long time was needed to under-
stand the preliminary experiments [10] on doped samples
with a transition to the antichiral phase [9]. The anal-
ysis offered answers to several questions related to the
behavior of the system under chiral doping —why the ho-
mochiral phase with a single domain expels the antichiral
domain and why, eventually the homochiral domain be-
comes stable through the whole range of temperatures.
But, as is often the case, the analysis brought new ques-
tions. In many soft-matter systems, under the influence
of internal or external fields, the order characteristic for
the lower temperature phase develops under the influence
of the field. So, how does the field influence the transition
temperature? Is it possible to distinguish between the
structures with the same symmetry? To explain shortly,
in chiral polar ferroelectric liquid crystals [1], the external
electric field with a component along the layer partially
orders molecular dipoles and the non-polar SmA phase
becomes polar. As a consequence, the tilt appears. The
phenomenon is known as the electroclinic effect. Simi-
larly, if molecules are polar and tilted, the structure is
chiral. Therefore, it could be expected that upon adding
a chiral dopant to the polarly ordered but not tilted phase
like the SmAPA, the tilt appears. The phenomenon was
called the chiroclinic effect [8]. In both cases the structures
of the tilted phase below the transition temperature and
the structure of the phase where the tilt was induced by ex-
ternal/internal fields have the same symmetry. Let us call
the tilted structures without presence of any field “gen-
uine”, and the tilted structures where the tilt is induced
by the field the “induced” structures. How to distinguish
between these two structures as the symmetry is the same
and they continuously develop one to the other? A known
criterion would allow to investigate the influence of ex-
ternal/internal fields on the temperature range of phases
even if the development is continuous. The system stud-
ied here is unique as it allows to study static and dynamic
properties of phases analytically. It can be shown that
one temperature exists, where temperature dependencies
of static and dynamic properties change, which allows to
distinguish between the genuine and induced phase sub-
stantiating the criterion for the transition temperature.

The system of bent-shape mesogens, with the antifer-
roelectric phase sequence SmA∗ ↔ SmAP∗

A ↔ SmCSP∗
A,

where asterisk indicates that the system is doped with
chiral dopant, was already considered in [9]. In that pa-
per we studied a system in which the non-tilted anti-
ferroelectically ordered SmAPA phase developed into the
sinclinically tilted antiferroelectrically ordered SmCSPA in
the system without doping. The chiral dopant induced an
anticlinic tilt in the SmAP∗

A phase, so that the clinicity of
the SmAP∗

A structure was opposite to the clinicity of the
lower-temperature SmCSP

∗
A structure. Nevertheless, for

small dopant concentrations the anticlinic SmAP∗
A phase

developed into the sinclinic SmCSP∗
A phase. But, for

stronger chiral influences, the anticlinic SmCSP
∗
A phase

was stabilized as chirality favours anticlinicity. The sin-
clinic phase was metastable in the same temperature
range. The resulting phase diagram explained in detail
the development of SmAP∗

A ↔ SmCSP∗
A transition from

continuous to discontinuous due to increased chiral field.
However, for strong chiralities the transition between the
SmAP∗

A phase and the SmCAP∗
A phase remained vague.

Therefore, it is worth analyzing a simpler system with
the phase sequence SmA∗ ↔ SmAP∗

A ↔ SmCAP∗
A, men-

tioned in [8], as a model of similar systems in soft matter.
In this paper we limit our discussion to the antiferroelec-
tric phases. However, the results are applicable to the
analogous ferroelectric phases, the SmAP∗

F, SmCSP∗
F and

SmCAP∗
F phase. The chiral doping can only change the

clinicity of the phase, if the first smectic phase in the se-
quence is the non-tilted polar phase. Therefore, the sepa-
rate analysis of the ferroelectric phases does not introduce
new physics.

The model. – To analyse the stability of phases, one
should know the stable structures and their corresponding
relaxation modes. In general, near the continuous phase
transitions, the critical behaviour of one of the relaxation
modes always exists, corresponding fluctuations indicate
the structure of the approaching phase, and the long relax-
ation times are responsible for the softening of the material
close to the transition. Those modes are therefore called
soft modes. Could any similar behaviour be found close
to the transition temperature in systems with dopants?

The order in systems of achiral bent-shape molecules is
described by two order parameters, the polarization and
the tilt, and the smectic and nematic order parameters
are considered constant. The polarization order parame-
ter P = {Px, Py, 0} gives the projections of the average
orientation of bent molecular cores within the layer to the
smectic plane. Direction of the average molecular polar-
ization is either parallel or antiparallel to the orientation
of the polarization order parameter. The tilt order param-
eter ξ = {nxnz, nynz, 0}, where n is a director parallel to
the average orientation of the longest molecular axis, and
the z-th component of director is parallel to the layer nor-
mal, describes the tilt of the molecules. Both order param-
eters are two-dimensional. The additional 0 component
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along the layer normal has no physical meaning, but al-
lows for more compact expressions for interactions in the
free energy in the following. The order parameters are
characteristic of the layer and in the j-th layer they are

P0j
= {P0j,x, P0j,y , 0},

ξ0j
= {n0j,xn0j,z, n0j,yn0j,z, 0},

(1)

where 0 indicates the stable, time-independent solution.
In the phase where both order parameters exist, a chiral
order parameter can be defined as a pseudoscalar

σj = n · (Pj × ξj), (2)

where n is the normal to the smectic layer. The chiral
order parameter can be considered as a vector along the
layer normal, but for the definition of the chiral order pa-
rameter only its magnitude and the sign are important.
The free energy in this system is expressed in both order
parameters and takes into account intralayer interactions
and interlayer interaction to nearest neighbouring layers.

The free energy of polarly ordered (non) tilted struc-
tures is expressed in terms of polarization and tilt order
parameters as

G =
∑

j

1

2
a0pP

2
j +

1

4
b0pP

4
j +

1

2
a0tξ

2
j +

1

4
b0tξ

4
j

+
1

2
Ω σ2

j +
1

2
a1p(Pj · Pj+1) +

1

2
a1t(ξj · ξj+1)

+h σj . (3)

Two neighbouring layers are labeled with subscript j and
j + 1; the subscript 0 indicates intralayer interactions,
whereas 1 indicates interactions between neighbouring lay-
ers. It is assumed that the phase transition occurs in an
isolated layer at the transition temperature T0 in each
layer.
In eq. (3), the term with the coefficient a0p = α(T − T0)
is the only temperature-dependent term, where T0 is the
transition temperature from the orthogonal polarly disor-
dered to the polarly ordered phase in an isolated layer.
This, and the next three terms with coefficients b0p, a0t

and b0t, describe the energy contributions due to van
der Waals and steric interactions, which due to the ob-
long shape of the molecules lead to the order within the
layer. The term with the coefficient Ω describes the energy
contribution due to polarization and tilt couplings. As
bent-shape molecules in the layer tilt easier in a direction
perpendicular to the polarization, the Ω is negative. Only
the term with the coefficient a0p is temperature dependent,
but the coupling between the polarization and tilt order Ω
induces the tilt order when polarization exceeds the criti-
cal value. Competition between steric and van der Waals
interactions transcends to neighbouring layers due to par-
tial diffusion of molecules across the layers. The energy
contribution due to coupling of polarizations in the neigh-
bouring layers is described by the term with the coefficient

a1p, which is always positive for antiferroelectric ordering.
The term with the coefficient a1t describes the energy con-
tribution due to coupling of the neighbouring tilts. The
van der Waals force among elongated molecules is orienta-
tionally dependent as anisotropic charge fluctuates along
the longest molecular axes, but it falls off rapidly with
distance. If steric interactions prevail over van der Waals
attractions, the coefficient a1t is negative and the structure
prefers synclinic ordering of tilts, otherwise the coefficient
a1t is positive and the structure is anticlinically tilted. The
latter example we study here. The last term in eq. (3) is
the chiral term. Effects of chiral dopant are modelled by
adding a phenomenological chiral field h, which is linearly
coupled to the chiral order parameter (eq. (2)). The sign
of h cannot be predicted from the molecular structure of
the dopant [10], but it favours one orientation of polariza-
tions with respect to tilts. The oppositely handed dopants
favour opposite relative orientations of polarizations and
tilts.

Minimization of the free energy leads to three different
structures in the absence of chiral dopant: a trivial solu-
tion for the orthogonal SmA phase, the orthogonal and
polarly ordered SmAPA phase and the anticlinically tilted
SmCAPA phase. Polar phases are ordered in the antifer-
roelectic way, as the analysis is limited to positive a1p,
resulting in an antiferroelectric order only. Such mate-
rials are more common and, except the trivial change of
the Ansatz of the minimization of eq. (3), the analysis
of ferroelectrically ordered materials does not bring any
new physics. We refer to these three solutions as gen-
uine phase structures. The chiral dopant affects the clin-
icity and magnitudes of order parameters in the genuine
phases, but not the relative orientation of polarizations.
The chiral SmAP∗

A phase becomes tilted in an anticlinic
way. With lowering the temperature, it develops to the
SmCAP∗

A phase with larger magnitudes of tilts.

Due to entropic fluctuations, the order parameters are
perturbed from their stable values and change with time.
Those changes are in general small, except close to the
phase transition. Therefore, we write the temporary, time-
dependent order parameters as

Pj(t) = P0j + δPj(t),

ξj(t) = ξ0j + δξj(t).
(4)

Fluctuations can change the magnitude (δP‖, δξ‖) or the
phase (δP⊥, δξ⊥) of stable tilts and polarizations. Phase
fluctuations change the direction, and amplitude fluctua-
tions change the magnitude of the tilt and polarization, as
illustrated in fig. 1. While the amplitude fluctuations of
the tilt correspond to slight increases and decreases of the
tilt, the phase fluctuations, corresponding to movements
around the cone, are less evident. Tilted molecules spend
more time at some favourable orientation, i.e., their ro-
tation is hindered and polarization appears. Therefore,
phase fluctuation of polarization means that direction of
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Fig. 1: Tilt and polarization fluctuations. The tilt fluctuations
are illustrated by T arrows and the polarization fluctuations
by usual arrows.

polarization fluctuates. Amplitude fluctuation of polariza-
tion has a different meaning. Magnitude of polarization
fluctuates, which means that molecules spend more or less
time at the favourable orientation.

For the studied phases, the corresponding time-
dependent order parameters are written in the form

SmAP∗
A

ξ1(t) = δξ‖1 eξ‖1
+ δξ⊥1 eξ⊥1

,

P1(t) = P01 eP‖1
+ δP‖1 eP‖1

− δP⊥1 eP⊥1
,

ξ2(t) = −δξ‖2 eξ‖2
− δξ⊥2 eξ⊥2

,

P2(t) = −P02 eP‖2
− δP‖2 eP‖2

+ δP⊥2 eP⊥2
,

SmCAP∗
A

ξ1(t) = ξ01 eξ‖1
+ δξ‖1 eξ‖1

+ δξ⊥1 eξ⊥1
,

P1(t) = P01 eP‖1
+ δP‖1 eP‖1

− δP⊥1 eP⊥1
,

ξ2(t) = −ξ02 eξ‖2
− δξ‖2 eξ‖2

− δξ⊥2 eξ⊥2
,

P2(t) = −P02 eP‖2
− δP‖2 eP‖2

+ δP⊥2 eP⊥2
.

(5)

Time-dependent order parameters eq. (5) are inserted into
the free energy eq. (3), which is expanded in terms of
order parameters. Contribution to the free energy from
the fluctuations can be expressed in a form

G2 =
1

2
Ψ G2 Ψ, (6)

where Ψ = {δξ‖1, δξ⊥1, δP‖1, δP⊥1, δξ‖2, δξ⊥2, δP‖2, δP⊥2}.

The G2 is the corresponding matrix

G2 =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

A 0 L 0 I 0 0 0
0 B 0 K 0 I 0 0
L 0 C 0 0 0 J 0
0 K 0 D 0 0 0 J
I 0 0 0 E 0 N 0
0 I 0 0 0 F 0 M
0 0 J 0 N 0 G 0
0 0 0 J 0 M 0 H

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

with the elements

A = 2 a0t + 6 b0tθ
2
01 + 2 Ω P 2

01, H = 2 a0p + 2 b0pP
2
02,

B = 2 a0t + 2 b0tθ
2
01, I = 2 a1t,

C = 2 a0p + 6 b0pP
2
01 + 2 Ω θ2

01, J = 2 a1p,

D = 2 a0p + 2 b0pP
2
01, K = 2 Ω θ01P01 − 2h,

E = 2 a0t + 6 b0tθ
2
02 + 2 Ω P 2

02, L = 4 Ω θ01P01 − 2h,

F = 2 a0t + 2 b0tθ
2
02, M = 2 Ω θ02P02 − 2h,

G = 2 a0p + 6 b0pP
2
02 + 2 Ω θ2

02, N = 4 Ω θ02P02 − 2h.

A perturbed system relaxes through its collective (relax-
ation) modes, which are associated with the eigenvalues
of the matrix, and therefore this matrix is also called the
stability matrix. (Meta)stability limits of the phases are
found by the analysis of the collective modes. From the
set of eigenvalues λi, one is always zero, corresponding
to the Goldstone mode. The Goldstone mode reflects the
rotational symmetry of the sample as a whole. For the
(meta)stable phases all other modes are larger than zero.
However, some of these modes become soft near the phase
transitions, hence they are called the soft modes. Soft
modes indicate the end of (meta)stability as they approach
zero near the phase transition temperature. For second-
order phase transitions, one soft mode always exists and
it is the second smallest collective mode. Fluctuations re-
lated to the soft mode give additional information about
the (meta)stability of the phase. If the mode increases,
corresponding fluctuations decrease, which indicates the
phase is starting to stabilize.

Temperature ranges of induced and genuine

phase. – In pure systems, the SmAPA phase is not tilted
and the tilt occurs at the transition temperature TA, where
the derivative of the tilt with respect to temperature is
infinite and the frequency of the soft mode becomes zero
(fig. 2(a) and (b), dashed line). If a system is doped with a
chiral dopant, a slight tilt is induced in the SmAP∗

A phase
due to the chiroclinic effect and therefore the structure
has the same symmetry as the genuine SmCAP∗

A phase
at a lower temperature, as shown schematically above
the graphs in fig. 2(a). As a consequence, the transi-
tion between these two phases becomes continuous with
a finite and continuous derivative of the tilt through the
whole temperature range (fig. 2(b), solid lines). One can
notice that the derivative has a distinct inflection point
(fig. 2(b)). Could this inflection point be used for distinc-
tion between the induced and the genuine phase? Or, is
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Temperature ranges of the chiral polar smectic phases

Fig. 2: (a) Order parameters of the pure (dashed line) and
doped (solid lines) system. Structures of the phases are illus-
trated above the graph, where the arrow convention is used to
indicate polarization direction and the arch arrows to indicate
the effect of the chiral dopant on tilts. (b) The first derivative
of tilt with respect to temperature. (c) The soft mode. The
coefficients used in the analysis were: b0p = 20, a0t = 2, b0t =
40, Ω = −25, a1p = 0.2, a1t = 0.5.

there another indication that could be used for the same
purpose? As mentioned before, in a pure system the soft
mode has a critical behaviour which is associated with in-
creased tilt fluctuations near the phase transition to the
tilted phase (fig. 2(c), dashed line). The softness of the
material induced by this fluctuations has given this mode
its name. In a chiral system a similar behaviour is found:
upon lowering the temperature, the mode first decreases
and at a certain temperature stars to increase again, how-
ever it is never zero (fig. 2(c), solid lines). Therefore, the
temperature dependence of the soft mode still indicates

the softening of the material. We propose that the tem-
perature TAC

at which the frequency of the soft mode is
the lowest is used to distinguish between the induced and
the genuine phase. With higher chiral fields, the minimum
of the soft mode occurs at higher temperatures, indicat-
ing an increase of temperature range of the genuine phase,
consistent with [9].

Analysis of the effects of the chiral field on temperature
dependence of the collective modes revealed a few interest-
ing facts. In both induced and genuine phase eigenvectors
of the modes indicate that each mode is either purely am-
plitude or purely phase. Let us write an eigenvector of the
mode as

χ = {η‖1, η⊥1, ζ‖1, ζ⊥1, η‖2, η⊥2, ζ‖2, ζ⊥2}, (7)

where η‖, η⊥ correspond to tilt amplitude and tilt phase
fluctuations and ζ‖, ζ⊥ correspond to polarization ampli-
tude and polarization phase fluctuations, while subscripts
1 and 2 indicate odd and even layers. The mode is am-
plitude if the eigenvector has only amplitude components
different from zero, whereas the mode is phase if the eigen-
vector has only phase components different from zero. The
reason for these distinct properties is the absence of a cou-
pling between the phase and the amplitude fluctuations.
Because the tilt is small in the induced phase, all phase
modes are weakly temperature dependent in this temper-
ature range, as shown in fig. 3(a) (λ3, λ4, λ7, λ8). In con-
trast, amplitude modes strongly depend on temperature
everywhere. The eigenvector χ also indicates a charac-
ter of the mode. For example, if the ζ component of the
eigenvector is much larger than the η component, the cor-
responding mode is predominately polar.

Another interesting phenomenon can be observed in the
temperature range of the induced phase. While in the
pure phase, amplitude modes intersect [11], in the doped
phase gaps occur between them. Therefore, the modes
have to have chiral properties which couple with the chi-
ral field. To assign the measure to the chiral properties of
the modes, we defined the fluctuation chiral parameter for
amplitude modes σf,‖ = η‖1ζ‖1 + η‖2ζ‖2 and correspond-
ingly for the phase modes σf,⊥ = η⊥1ζ⊥1 + η⊥2ζ⊥2. It
turns out that modes occur in pairs with opposite chirali-
ties σf (fig. 3(b)). In the pure system, at the cross-section
of the amplitude modes both fluctuations with opposite
chiralities have the same energy. In the doped system, a
positive configuration is preferred as the fluctuations with
positive chiralities σf have lower energy than the fluctua-
tions with negative chiralities −σf , causing the amplitude
modes to split (λ1, λ2, λ5, λ6 in fig. 3(b)). The amplitude
and the phase modes in the induced phase retain their
nature in the genuine phase. However, the character of
the modes changes from tilt to polar or vice versa at the
temperatures where gaps appear, as shown in fig. 3(c) for
amplitude modes. In fig. 3(c), the ratio δθ/δP larger than
1 means the mode is tilt and, for values lower than 1, the
mode is polar. In the temperature range where δθ/δP = 1,
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Fig. 3: (a) Collective modes in the vicinity of SmAP∗

A ↔

SmCSP∗

A phase transitions. (b) Chirality of the collective
modes. (c) Characters of amplitude modes. The coefficients
used in the analysis were: b0p = 20, a0t = 2, b0t = 40, Ω =
−25, a1p = 0.2, a1t = 0.5, h = 0.04.

polar and tilt fluctuations of the corresponding mode are
of the same magnitude.

Conclusions. – In this paper we analysed the phases
in an achiral polar smectic formed of bent-core molecules
when it is doped with a chiral dopant. The phase se-
quence upon lowering the temperature in this system is
SmA∗ ↔ SmAP∗

A ↔ SmCAP∗
A. Here the SmAPA is a reg-

ular non-tilted SmAP∗
A phase where the chiral dopant in-

duces a small anticlinic tilt. The structure of the SmCAP∗
A

phase is similar to the structure of the SmCAPA phase.

In addition, the chiral dopant lifts a degeneracy between
oppositely chiral domains and only one homochiral domain
remains. The SmCAP∗

A has also slightly larger order pa-
rameters. We refer to the SmCAP∗

A as the genuine phase
and to the SmAP∗

A as the induced phase due to the ef-
fects of chiral dopant on molecular tilt. Both structures
have the same symmetry. As a consequence, the transi-
tion between the two phases becomes continuous. In spite
of the continuous transformation of one phase to another,
we suggested a criterion that determines their tempera-
tures ranges. The temperature ranges were deduced from
the temperature dependence of the soft mode, which has a
minimum that indicates the softening of the chirally doped
sample, although the mode does not behave critically as
in the pure system. Applying this criterion we found that
the range of the genuine SmCAP∗

A phase increases toward
higher temperatures with strengthening of the chiral field.
Further analysis of the eignevectors corresponding to the
collective modes revealed that the modes are either purely
amplitude or purely phase in both genuine and induced
phase, whereas characters of the modes change from tilt to
polar or vice versa in the temperature range of the induced
phase. Furthermore, collective modes have chiral proper-
ties and occur in pairs with opposite chiralities, which is
indicated by gaps appearing between the amplitude modes
of opposite chiralities in the induced phase.

Several soft-matter systems continuously develop one to
the other under the influence of linearly coupled internal or
external fields. The analysis of the simple model presented
in this paper could be extended to similar systems in soft
matter.
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